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■ , It - is-now.:generally,reoognisod'that,the. presense , 
of>. eoeentrloity: of.loading ,or .mon^unlformity ■ of material...
Is a member subJeet to direct:-loads . will cause secondary 
stresses which, may-.be.e$ual.to. if not,of,greater, 1stemslty 
than the ■ stress ■ tee to the - dir ect;load *.', The se stresses. 
m y  . bring about the failure, of,the member at a lowerload 
than that calculated from, the direct .stress alone#, , Zti a .. 
beam, - where, tensile# compressive and shear stresses occur 
across the .same section, the ,secondary stresses...due to the 
same.causes are lees easily computed, but • nevertheless exist 
except .under,. Meal, conditions*:
■ y- ;•.In practice, the - ideal ease -is, seldom,if ever, met 
with, and some of • the. possible .causes of secondary stresses 
are enumerated-belewi - , ;
y (I) -, Ieoh of uniformity - in. the material of a beam*
(S). ^ ^symmetrical rolling of the section# ,
■ , the presence of,.Initial stress. . in . the beam clue
,. to. variable, rate of, cooling throughout the 
- section,, rolling -below the critical temperature 
.- and straightening*. ■.. v- vu-;-'■ ■
. (4)/ twists or bends in a . b e a m . * - ,,*.,, ,. 
the purpose of this Investigation. Is to determine., : , 
by., direct measurement the . distribution of stresses in ..
,the flanges of, rolled steel t ■: beams due. to given , 
conditions,of loading'and to estimate how any irregular- . 
it las will affect, the ultimate strength of the beam*.
; The stresses and deflect ions in the web are. not .. . - . 
considered except insofar as .they,constrain the,flanges*..,
general method of design until'fifty years ago had been 
by rules .of ; thumb.based on;-trial©#' -^ Stations, had been design­
ed and tested by- gredgold#/Watt.'and Fairbairm whose - Ideal ■ 
had.been.to obtain.®the section of greatest strength®# - 
lodghissou, -the pioneer • of • beam testing, '-found, by "a 'method 
,of trial, and -errors-r'one • which' was' equally * strong -In tension 
and compression flanges,;snd'he-claimed ■ this to be the most 
economical..s h a p e * ^ - v -  ;:v-
... In 1SS4 Fairbairn wrote a'booh'in whioh he-gave- an 
account of. a large.number of teste carried out by various 
engineers : on cast iron beams -'snd also on wrought ' iron beams 
of.S.. . section which had been- rolled ■ first In France by • 
Ferdinand Sores during 71847 ♦-1 the tests on the5 wrought.'iron 
beams, showed, that • the 'compression flange was weaker in a' 
long beam-than the tension; flange and in order to increase' 
its .strength, h® proposed to make it - thicker* He also- 
suggested that - both flanges should' be made wider - than was : 
then, the; custom- to increase the lateral stiffness*
The modern theory bf-bendiUig-was toiliup'by Wavier ;V:" 
and st*:.Femnt-.from' theories, - some of -which‘were put forward 
as-., early ,as 16$S; by. Galileo - in his: Vt propositions"' and'' later 
by Harriot, Bernoulli' and Euler# tot in'Fairbairnfs•■time" no 
practical; use tod been made' of it *" However, Barlow-and *•'- 
other mathematicians brought - it" to- the fore and'-'engineers 
gradually -came to- aocept'it as;, a- bisis-ef beam design*'
\ln using, any theory to solve a problem, it is essential 
to bear, in mind.the assumptions;on which the theory is based* 
The .following are,those made in the theory of simple-bending -
.. /normal to .the-fibres after Denoting*-. ,
(S) .-.That the material-is homogeneous# isotropic and 
. obeys ncoh'a law a n d .the limits of elasticity are 
noVe^ce^dod* .
(3) ; fp tit m ovj layer of material is free to empand or
. contract longitudinally and laterally tinder stress# 
m  i t  separate from oilier layers»
(4), That the modulus of ■ direct elasticity has the sane 
value for oppressive as for' tensile strains*
',ln Fig»&* iCf-d represents a snail length of beam and 
iBOS and CBBF represent two - adjacent fibres* " If a pair of 
equal and opposite couples be applied to the beam in the 
plane of the diagram*, it will he bent in a circular arc as 
in Flg«3 The line 0 h is in both diagrams oompcn to the 
two fibres in it a entirety and therefore m  sliding of the 
fibres o n  have taken .place otherwise one fibre would oyer-* 
hang the other at the ends and 0 $ would then not he entirely 
common to both*
lc% consider the 'case "-where ’shear is present# i#t# 
where the beam is not bent in a circular arc (Pig#4)* The 
radii ¥ 61 and A O1 are not equal-as mwmed in the' 
deduction of the bridles formula and the fibres are made 
to slide .one .along the other by the horizontal shear force 
which varies from zero at P <£ to a maximum at 1 A so that 
the lines P S and ,Q It are distorted into curves which are# 
in the terms of assumption (1) neither *pl*^e* ror »ncrm&X 
to the fibres5**- ■. .
'.If we compare'these two conditions of- bending with the 
assumptions, we find that when- {!)#■ which is sometimes called 
Bernoullifs assumption# is true# (3) cannot occur while
10*
#A«IV tritiAfjVU WAt w*!>f ¥’!'• wnw. w nr -sw n* ••»,*»-- •- ,- „ .-. _
by Love (1920) and .Xivian {1927) for rectangular sections 
but. shear effects In . I ' I cots are exaggerated/owing1 to 
the thimess of the web end B*0* Prichard, {1912} M s  
demonstrated that shear distortion of an originally piano ' 
section causes a small variation of the-fibre stress in the 
■ flanges of a;beast* . : u
'■ - As previously mentioned*; Bar loir was keenly ■ interested 
in the bending .theory, and In.-188$ he enunciated what is ' 
toom as the *besa paradox11 in Which he pointed out - that 
the ultimate strength of a rectangular oast iron beam . Is - 
•considerably .greater - than the. y&Xue calculated f r m  the 
Beraaoulli*3Suleriasi. t h e o r y Xhls,has. given. rise to,a great 
• deal of. discussion. 0 * Segumdo lgS6i: A#3f Spenser. 1933)
- and ’ EU1T* 0lark© •{. 1902 ) pointe& out.- that . the discrepancy Is 
probably due to. the fact • that• the • ©tress strain ratio of • 
'cast iron is not-constant for all stresses as assumed in.
'■ the-theory* ■';"■■■>
; Ihen the. stresses, pass. beyond, the elastic limit of -.
the material# the conditions for a. steel ..beam will, become, 
similar to those for-cast iron* . Assuming that the strain 
of a’ fibre"is. still proportional-to;Its distance from the 
neutral axis# then the distribution • of stress. will be m  
Pig*$A which, is really: a;.stress strain diagram for mild • 
steel drawn along the X X axis-of. the beam# ■. biagrasa 7 ■ 
represents the total force over the section of .the beam 
and, is obtained by multiplying .the X;.X ordinates of ?ig*S 
by those of Pig# M  .and plotting along the X X axis# the 
moment of resistance Is equal to the area of the figure
11*
half tlit &r©&©£ the beast multiplied by .'..the dietamoe..between 
the insider cf the rmXtlplled. by the ©tress at yield
point ■- ;■ • ., . . , ■ . ■ . x; . ../'...
l*e*-. M*B;* at yield point - ^  ,ty
" fill® m a y  h e  • M 8 U » e &  t o  • b e ' t h e  ' u l t i » - t e  • »<vtant o f  
• resistance ©f the hears aim©© it may he considered to have
failed ihen the yield load tmn beon reached*';" : '
anhtoxf a' beam: Is ■ bent;.so that ;th# ©tres© in'-the flange© 
‘nevertgxoeed® the' elastic' limit*' th* effective modulus of
■ elastloity. ©ozreeposid© to”-the slope'of the'-line O ^'tfig*®)
■ hut"if -tht sirens is Increased ebove the;elastic“limit'to 
<1* the effective Young *s modulus m  measured by deflections
and strains ©orr* ft *3 t© O- Q and will continue to ..do 0© 
until the previous mximia stress is exceeded or until . the 
h a m  k s  boon rested for a tine*' This n^ans that if a bas 
is overstrained*, the value of 1 me istamirM from bending 
tests* decrease© slightly*
tlie fir*’ 1*^* ©f 1 r ~«s FIo^Aar
Aa an alternative to failure by direct flexure , X.,..beea® 
rny fail hf buckling of 1* * compression flange and this may 
Ir^pea either? . " .
Cl) By local buckling or willing 
or. (2) By lateral fcuc&ling of the whole beam#..
.(1) "coal flarge troirHngtakes thevfora of a wrinkling of . 
t! © flange and is due to m  excessive r^tio of ©verfe&ng to 
thickness* ft Box (!C^3) oonduoted teats m. mtwrnu and ;. 
beams with outstanding flanges nrl deduced, the f oraita. ;
r  ,. t~ n Z ^ T  , | »*
..,, ..,,tvv r\ .why/ ■ gr:-. icnSjo v-
for the wrinkling stress of wr<rgLt iron I., beams#
-y’V which lie'deduced' from..first;';. ";'.v 
principles,by an' approximate mthesai leal method and lie '' 
later confirmed. It ty a’ aeries of tests "on built'up'" steel 
plate'and'angle" eeetions# h".. ' '■■
limiting values'' of ove~i mg'imv©''been givravt>y 
Gt.Boscaren :\>¥ SJ!*'7Salmon)f'a® f v ~ ' 7#©
for wrought Iron while JUP# fhurston {1919} gives that the
' ,v\ . -  •.■■' Jjh ~ ■:■-’■ - ■ ■
wrinkling stress for' .^ ." .»' 80 is.7*0 t/B and for t*. **'f '
’ these values' Were.'.for dur&iiust and'were1.
found by Experiment# the Ooltsmn Eeaearc^ i Committee (1929)
jb^i .; ■ . . ■ ....
reported-that a-ratio of.' t*' ■. ■'« SO is ''sufficient' to allow
ihe'eeltra.to.develop .-its..full. strength*.
When .an. X . beam ..is bent*.-., the cross section-is always
distorted* and becomes. wider.' at' the oompremion flange and
. . ■ ; . ■ ' some
narrower at the tension flange* and at ihe^ime the tips of. 
the ,flanges bend over slightly as shown .in’ Fig*®.# - fhis’ 
effect was not allowed for.. by. BOark* • hut it evidently’has some 
influence on the wrinkling strength of an outstanding flange* 
the question of winkling in column flanges is discussed 
by. Salmon. (1920) and a good illustration of it is given in 
a report on.column tests published in the Engineering Te s 
Eecord. of. 192$*; . '
{3}* lateral buckling of beams was mentioned by FairMira 
. (1870) hut no useful Information on. the matter. had h e m ' ’ 
oolledted Until t when Christie carried out tests on' beams 
and columns# He found that when the ratio of f-for M  I 
beam exceeded a. given value'the resistance of the compression 
flange decreased ms n function. of. that ratio % .
m  the stability of wood tath& of varying proportions# He
deduced an empirical formula but admitted lu summing up 
hie article that,, not enough was then femm about the subject 
to design on truly theoretical linee*
-la 190§ hilly;discussed the question. imd; pointed out ■ 
that the formulas' which were In use’at that t tee took m  - 
account of the type ©f loading md he’suggested that m  
■effective column length of *? I* might he used In the straight 
line ©r Ranfetee^ordoa-'formula when a beam me subjected to 
a uniformly distributed losd# ;■': ■ ■ r *■
■ the ’matter is not’viewed logically lay -:engineer0veTen 
at the present date and ©11 formulae'ueed^re'empirical*
■S*0* less‘’{loot) ;suggested that a - fomul© based on the ' ’:” 
las^tee^ordom 'formula should he used^ suoh as -
s ~~ '■'■ t * JS *
■ ff.*F* Moore (1010 & 19IS) after carrying out tests 
which will be described later, suggested the form!© .
■ fe  ”  f t  ‘  % y .
where , . . . . .  .
"fe m approximately the yield point of the material
q ■ n © ©olumaa constant which is’in this case slight­
ly smaller than for ordinary struts to. allow.,, 
for.,the restraint of the web* . 
r ^ radius of gyration of the section about the
axis of the web*
^  « the loading coefficient, the values of which .
are given in the table below for certain, types 
of loading* .
14*
'the' formula' tor mild steel beams'”Is' fc - 40000^ 6 0 j
V: .
: ■ ' ■ in 19X6 R* Fleming gave a comprehensive list, of th® • 
types of formulae used' to America and suggests
, \hz{a
m  a typi©al:fcrxala'for thevsafe'' 0tress'* the ""
Institution' of Structural; Engineers' recommend ' 1bt S ' ■ T/«*
with a maxima value o f ' F s ^  Bi'Tfn* and- a Halting . TOlue ,' 
t» . • - ■ .*. * , ;■ ‘
of ■ y  .SO *-v it; can be-seen that none of the foregoing
'/Unlformly -.^distributedload
c ■ •Point . loads, at ■. sr&< point a;
r.;.'.- Point loads .at,quarter: point0 r ■ ,.*780..
modern, formula®,; consider. the •: effect of the depth of the bean 
or ihictoess of Its parts and few allow for. Influence of the
width will have the same stability Irrespective of their 
stiffness ©bout the ether axes* This assumption is obviously 
Incorrect and in •order., to obtain a . truer cono ept ion •of • the 
subject... It-is necessary,to consider-..the action of... a buckling
beam* Moore has noticed...that., there is a.Blight twist in
addition, to .the. lateral displacement*, .and. this...tendency, also 
occurs In .cclums tested at Watertown■.Arsenal*, . An. Ulus* 
iratiom in,the;report-m , cclum-. tests published in. Engineering
lews Record, .1919 .©hows a - very, good example of this .hind of . , 
failure*.,,; ' o / V . % , ,
Torsional Resistance .of .1 Beams % . ;.
; ..There .Is at .present ;no established, method .of estimating 
the .torsional resistance . of any but-, simple sections and -to 
obtain, the, .value of J  . for; an ■ ,1....beam*empirical formulae are 
generally used# .■ •
type of loading*. "They. assume that, all beams' of the earns flange
40 .......
tot: i n ; (It 17 V. A*AV; Griffith and - ©*X * fay lor .made a . report;
on '-the ■use' of" .soap films • for determining -.toe .torsional ■.
.properties ?of sections, ’ and in it suggested' a : method ■ of, 
calculating them by dividing tip the sect ion-into., parts 
and-apply ire eciat lens, of the form '■ w-
/ v: : t 3 ciS ' ;
(See sir© Prescott* 1§M)*. , ;
./ .. A. .formula which is', more applicable to large 1 sections 
than Ciitoon and Ei©hl@fs .was proposed by Toting and Hughes
(1924) J r  4  bt3 + h  h t ?  ■ :.
■ ' (1j»tMobness ©f web)
,iT ■ Other ; formulae; are r-
B.8. C'i’-r’bell (1C23) : J  - *4-ht3 f l  (w^|S|?5--1;) ana
£U f imoshenho(1934) - v T  ^  ■
4 - 0 ( y y )
The Elastic Stability. of:1 1 Beans* ■ • •
Although the effect.off.torsion is mot allowed for In 
the working formulae at present' used in practice» yet the 
problem has been; attacked from a purely theoretical point 
of view by Mitchell"/ (1899 )•■ and later .by Prescott (1913#
1920' and' 1024)' when they considered the action of deep 
beams "milder vertical',;loads# The: general case is that of 
a .beam which is subjected to two opposite "and equal terminal 
couples in such a-; way that: they are. restrained at the ends 
just■sufficiently- to prevent any lateral deflection*
The stiffness of the beam in the plane of the bending 
couples Is assumed to be very much greater than that in 
the plane normal to them so that all deflections in that
16*
4^ QX*XVIi 31© WCtt'SbA Ut%fA c W A W  y } CWMA Va£«? Vv* W4»wu»*
deflection 0 when the'be™ • to assumed' to 'fee to. th* act of
buolcltog under toe-action, .-of "the applied moment 1' (See Figs*
10 and la) *■ . toe resist tog moment- ©f toe beam to lateral
deflection at this instant m f ' he represented hf eIyy 4^,
d i
at that section# while the resulting bending moment to that 
plane due to M the applied, moment., and to the end restraint
etuala $ :! I'l l) + To d j T  :
■ ' ■ :  . . ' . . " ' ■
;: If ^  is small /“SlH y  ~ 0  and if s is aaall 4 ^
is negligible* Sow the resisting moment equals the 
resulting bending'moment
v  ■ *** ■ fv ^ i * * "a*t ■ '**'. **** *** ^   ^  ^^
.. ■ c f x ^  ■ ■■ - /  ■■>■
to© torsions! resistance of the beam is
a n d  t h e ' t o r q u e * i s '  c V  +  T ©  I
' ’ ■ cbt :. .
g  j  a j
d iX -
T-hen
differentiating . : .« , •‘"Vi
' :' O J  d*j$ '■ «  —  M o l ™ .  
: ' ; ; . ; d . X "  ■
Eliminating . f  to equation (1)
■tpn *jp
•**'& A W
E X ^ y 'G a*+■i * '
■This is of the form
M ■- V-':. VViS* :■ 1“*-^  ;■ . .1
applying;.;thelimits''X& 0,..,- 'Oftd l~*
' . f ^ '  ; A s '
fhls, is ..the: or it ioal .'.bending. moment 'for, which: the beam ■ : 
,1s ■ stable . against lateral .teckling* ■
For a s imply; support ed . beam, with acentral point. load 
W.' ..the. critical value of ■ W isgiven,by . ,;
,V ■. -  " .
:end; for -;a- uniformly' distributed lead w .
■-L?.,/sf : Ell'S! S ' & j  t  XyYh  W
fhe above, two eases are for loads applied at the neutral 
axis of the beam' but when they are applied'.above or. below 
It# the conditions wlll.be modified and the quantity 
c^.W* i)© ..added' to (11) for uniformly distributed
loads and the result contains a second term of the form
; •• n - | x Y y  '
flmoshenko (1924) gives a method for use with I ■■'section
beams in which he uses the general equation
:v :Q g ;'-' -x--- § ;Xvy
. - .v; - U x '-.
the critical stress is found by'substituting the solution ■ 
to the above equation with a suitable value of K for the 
type of loading'and substituting in an expression such as
P c  s O c  X t  (for a uniformly distributed load)
. Z  . r
from which' , ■. ^
1 6
<*.=■ fi.1^ ■: Q m } . §  i x x  (h_|2
■ :. ; x** \ U
He'also worked out the qtx%%g&jl stress- im d»8«?si
load li applied at the t©|> or the bottom flanges"of the beam
'and has tabulated' values of fa " for* certain values of 04 ■
’'and |3*”f — "  ^■■■\ . •■.
y - -. In i025 Case evolved a'method .for use with 1 ' section 
beams -by., considering the extra ..torque caused by the forces 
in-.the flanges*-.. Be represented- it by the term . .
and added it to the left hand side of equation (11)* fbus 
for a beam - bent by terminal' couples #
fEL X> WY cJ ’S'* ' - ** **** W-Bk • * f ^!
; - t - - T o *  -. M
aac *■. ■ - ' : . «*• -
’differentiating end suibstltutiiis - - J v ' . : ■
';d S ,  A- .%_2S. . —  . 2 f f f  - , o
;; d jd .EXa |P. ^  ■-. , E r r3 I ^ V
^  s $ sJfl. Q^ Eji^ .provided that
r f  = a ^ ( L I « . G . J ) i -  tdj(£.I,r)(eii ) ^ '
A Is indeterminate but equating it to unity
e\l * *»
.. - r v  . /  L £ 2 J L 3 U i
■ 11 , ^  .. : 2.G.J.13-
where 13 is the moment of inertia of one flange*
‘' He then works .out oases for a uniformly distributed 
load applied at. the neutral axis and at the top and bottom 
flanges and obtains the equation, for the critical loading 
I 3
. . . W - L  *  : Y r
the value of H being given in a table computed from tlx© 
above equations*
During 19gf a' number of articles appeared in the 
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers on
the. point of,view of minimum energy and. for a cantilever ::- 
with a point load, applied, at aAdistanoe • q - .from the. 
neutral axis they found that ,
W d ?*" . w S F ; ;: ® °
. .' .; V they then ..plotted values of :'W. ; against : 't*' for beams 
.of different shapes: snd deduced, from the curves the ' 
empirical formula
there.0# 0— ,&n& E . .are constants depending on..the .shape . 
factor, of:the section# - For, similar sections# i*e. where-, 
the .ratio of;. ■ diicl - f-yY;i • constant. this formula may
he,reduced - to
■r
•s i . ■ /tvt
v W  ^  ,X k.
which is similar to theEankine Gordon ■ form for struts*
be given- ©f previous teats made during recent years# together 
with the conclusions which have been -drawn from then*
In 1*9-1 Furr and Elmore rave an account of .teste they had 
made on wrought iron, and mild steel beams* \ toey paid special 
attention to the manner of loading and the conditions of , 
lateral restraint and after due consideration they reported. \ 
that I
(1) The uoximum allowable'etrecs in the compression.
' ' ' - t  ■ ■•■■■■■■ ''■■■■•■■■■■.■
flange decreased as. the. ratio r. . increased .after. a., given
value had been-exceeded* / / . / ,
- • ./ (0), fixe modulus of. elasticity Of the material of the
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . g • - ■ & # ^
beams varied, f r m  14 -x 10 -;.. to2f. x 10 , lbs/ a ; as. compute#
:from.deflections {partly because they neglected to take, 
acootmt. of. deflect ion. d*e to. shear)* ..
d* Chriotie-carried out.te«ts (with S## B*». 10*. &. Is* . 
deep 1.. sect Ionbeams).. in 189 $ on the effect. of length of, 
span on too' lateral strength of beams*' 'Ilia conclusions with , 
regard, to buckling were similar to ..those of Burr and Elmore 
and he devised e,n empirical formula. of. the, type, new . 
generally used* Being. in doubt as to homogeneous..nature of 
the . steel in the .beams, he cut test pieces.from,the .flanges 
and web and carried out tensile end. compression tests# Be- 
found that.the .elastic, modulus of, the,.mild steel m $  not 
the same in' tension as compression and these again were 
different, from the modulus calculated. from the vbending test s *■ 
but he .had neglected the. deflection. due., to chear. which 
might have accounted,for part of .'the discrepancy* ,
' ., The ..tests which have beat most noticed. by engineers 
are perhaps■ the Marburg , (1909). teste* . Be used in all■,,,....
, ©imply. supported at,-.the ends, with a .minimum, of.. lateral .. 
restraint j.and the loading..-was; varied. in such a way that 
different kinds of failures were ©Maimed*
i'ake .for, example .the tests on.the lBn:deep beams ever 
,'a.span of IS feet*...' the Bethlehem shape which had a ratio 
r Of 1 of T7*l» when, loaded at, the, centre by a point load 
failed. byrflange wrinkling;at. a,' computed, stress of. 23*$ .. 
.toixs/o- . ..but. similar, beams, when leaded at quarter points
failed by lateral buckling at' a stress of 1S*S tons/ti ,f *
■ ' h  v  -  - ;■■ f. ,. - n  .
fhe-i standard beams which... ted a ratio of ..U ©f. SB*? Thai
tested; over thesame, ©pan failed in.. both oases .of loadingJ .
by, lateral ..buckling at, calculated stresses, of. 17* £3 f/o''.
for central loading and..iS*SS.f/af ...far loads at. quarter
points*. . . . vr- ,,
■ He . had strain , gauges attached, to the flanges of. the :
beams and,fool: readings from, which he computed the stresses
at.; different loads.. , He. found that the values so obtained .
agreed fairly closely with the stresses calculated by the
usual method from the. loading but ..the strain readings were
found not ,t© be .in. some ..cases..constant across the breadth
of the .flange* ..He makes especial mention, of this fact in
M s  paper tat .does not. attempt .to give an explanation of
the reasons for its..'occurrence*, . .'
On completing the. bending teats# he cut specimens ’
. from the flanges ,.and wfbB -of all .the.beams and tested thesa 
in tension and,compression*. He reported that the value of" 
the elastic modulus..for ,.the material in ©me particular 
beam was constant for direct stress tat . varied considerably 
for. different beams*.,.He also obtained-a discrepancy. 
between...the measured .value , of " ,1 and that computed from '
and yield point' varied considerably throughout the seat Ion ■ 
of any one beam and was . lower at the root than in the web and 
flanges*
During IS 10' and 1013 H#F* Moore conducted a series of - 
teats on 40 . 2 beams with several conditions, of loading and 
©ids restraint# He lays special stress ©a the twisting action 
of beams under test and includes in M s  results a summary of 
tests by Burr and Elmore, Ttim&ger# 2*ansat - Ohristie and 
Marburg* His conclusions were' ' . . ,
,{lj The.yield point should be'regarded as.the ultimate 
fibre stress of structural steel in flexure*
' (s) T m  slight inelastic action.which may be observed in 
steel t beams at stresses m  low as those used'in • 
practice is in general local and does not affect the 
load carrying capacity of the I beam if the load 
is not reversed in'direction*
- (5) the yield point of'structural•steel in compression 
is about the case as the yield point in tension* '
(4J The resistance of a. beam'against buckling depends 
on the stiffness of the beam and on the amount of 
torsional fixity of the bearings* then the length 
of the beam passes a certain limit# its stability 
■ is a function -of the elastic modulus rather than the 
yield point*
($) flie value of B’ aa calculated from deflections Is 
10JJ less' than the value obtained by tensile or 
compressive tests on the material -of the beam* 
aibscn. and Richie {1914) carried out tests on # small 
2 beams#' bending them with webs vertical and horizontal# 
Their deductions were that the calculated value© of B I
easie.for each axis* ■ f ix #  observed value or • m . wnen.iuie ■ 
n^b was vertical,m s  .SO#7,x 10 ^ , Xbs*/a *', and.with, the. 
web horizontal 88*4 x; 10. .' Ibs/O.' « Xn the former case- 
the web provided 14*5$.and in the. latter case- *64$ of. the 
moment of Inertia#, and they ..suggested that; the discrepancy 
in the value of,.. 8 x was. due to: the fact; that, the,; elastic ■ 
modulus of the material, in, the .web/w&9: greater than that , 
in the flanges due to heavier .wording in the rolling#
,,.;yhe. supposition that the.elastic..modulus .varies.;,: 
throughout • the section. is not supported., by recent. reports 
on tests of the material of .rolled sections* . Hancock.-,,.,,; . . . 
(1910 Jk 1912). carried cut,.tests on...steel out from-: t ...beams 
and c^re to. the occlusion, that neither, the tensile > ; 
strength nor .the.percentage elongation are affected much • 
by chemical composition.or treatment during and after. ... 
rolling tat the yield point and elastic limit are .affected* 
due effect of the rolls on the web tends to increase,its. 
elastic .strength* .■ f . - . -
Moore and nil eon, (1914) made testa on-the material of 
18® deep and two 84®'deep. X... 'beams .and found that,.the 
material at the root, had a. lower. elastic limit ' than that, in 
the flanges and web*.. .. . . ■ • '• ■
in 1988 • W*B# Balby .states... that, mild , at eel has . ,
practically the same S in tension, as ;In compression* .* fhe 
results of W  tensile.tests on .specimens cut from.:, f:rbe«ms 
are reported by the structural Steel .lesearch Committee 
p3r ’*)# these teats show that , the material at the root • % 
had a .considerably- higher^yield point than.material..from . 
flanges and web and that the .material,, in .the toe, had a-..; •? ■;.;. 
hi^ ier. yield, point than that. in the web*
results ,as follows! v  :h/,. /
, ■ - {15'.youngib modulus la approximately rthe same .in. teneiom ■ 
■'/ .as compression.,for. any' given :beam. .but varies in 
• different b e a m s . * - s - . - .  wh- .,,.’ .
,: (e), The ultimate: streng^a . the. same In .any. given hem 
r -s.*; but different ...for material of different .beams*
, (3) \ fhe ■ proportional .limit .varies © ©nsi&erably throughout • 
. '. the section* ........
. (4) .',,fhe,.yiel4,point varies considerably throu^iout the 
section but Is the same'in tension as compression 
' for, specimens cut from' similar parts of the section* . 
Dr# HadfieXd in a report on steel columns (1989) states 
that the maximum variation of 3 throughout the material of' 
any one beam was only S#9^ .in the series of tests .carried 
out'in connection with that research#
It may* therefore* ^ulie reasonably that the
elastic modulus is constant for the material distributed - 
throughout the section ©f any one beam even though the yield 
point and elastic limit may vary considerably# It is# 
therefore# unlikely that any .irregularities of stress which 
may occur in the flanges of a beam are due to the elastic 
properties of the mild steel*
■ fixe procedure generally adopted in the tests noted 
above has hem t© bend several beams of the came section 
under the same conditions- of loading and lateral restraint 
and then to average out the results so- obtained# fhle - 
method has resulted in the general verdict that-an 1 section 
bean behaves in accordance with the bending theory provided 
that the yield point is not'exceeded and that the laterally 
unsupported length of flange is not excessive* Very little
or to variation ..in the material* It was# therefore, 
decided .to oarrj  out a number of tests ©n one t  seotion 
beam and'discover any irregular it let • in stress, if any, 
which might ©ccur when it is loaded under com&liioms o f .
©light lateral restraint* As it was intended to deal with 
the flange stresses only, it was considered advisable to 
use four point loading so that, the middle portion of the . 
beam being free from vertical shear stresses, m state of. 
pure bending was obtained*
. wxie ..ifuauaina .us«u?ivr.,,wie .uenuxxig .wsiiB vu liae *•, «*, ■. ;!
beams is a .10 ■ ton BmoX:t©m-single lever .machine, the .bald­
ing table,; of; which Is 1 1 feet. long • m A  p h m  .head room wder. • 
the; top - movable - t m  is $*.*0? * Fig#: IS. shows .how the beam ■ ■ 
under test set:up om:the..mchine;,and- it will be seen > 
from the .diagram that &■ second beam had to be used .in order 
to apply the.load at :two; points on.-, the beam equidistant:, 
from ...the., supports *,m stated :before,. - this .arrangement had . 
to' be need in order.;vto. apply; a . constant. bending -moment to 
the ■ middle portion of .the ..be^oa wiser# all . the readings. of 
stress .and;deflect,ion:-were tafcm* : -v.>-w ■?<:-,* ;r,v' v.
the ...end> bearings used were half round roller bearings 
which, m y  be -oiled, thus giving a practioally constant.- &pm 
for.all inclinations of ...the ? ends .of the. beam and a minimum 
o f end restraint* i-fhe load:was .applied to the beam by seams 
of two knifs: edgea which .were, car ©fully placed/equidistant 
about.the ram.of-the machine#tw p'v;::..?:..n: ; w.;.
v . fhe ..Instrooente need were-.chiefly a: deflect amet or-and . 
a -strain gauge* fixe defleotometer,is, shown:in position for . 
vertical deflections in fig* 18 and consists of a., wooden 
beam' of 1 inch square• section' an&‘-&**6* '-long carrying an 
Ames dial mounted on a small bracket at-the-centre ;of the 
beam and two/knife edges 8 *^0* apart, and .equidistantv about 
the Ames dial# One of'the knife edges is adjustable by ., , 
means of' a screw and 'nut so - that on setting 'up the/ instrument 
the-plunger of. the dial .--may be brought into contact with:the 
beam* However, when the plunger was depressed,-it was 
found;'that a, small deflection of the • wooden beam took-place 
and in' order to-allow for this in the tests*-the deflect^ 
eneter was set up on two knife edges .at 32 *-0*. centres and "
any deflection could he &cie©tea#:v;.l?!ie plunger .of. tee d m l^
, belonging to tlit clefltoicmteer.irsa tMa depressed'and;- •
■- readings Of both. dials were: item elmtt&neDUsly * ■. ■, It was;' 
■■f0m 3d:that fop aidefleollaa of■■00*tJiC5^saadtli3..of.. en- .Inch 
. si recorded: If ,.the defleetomeier diol^-.tho -team deflected e 
#001 teoho0,ond-t!aat:.for.©thw readings the doflootlon 'wo ; 
..pro rtea wlteto the. limits of accuracy of ■.■•the dial#..-;, the,: 
...defleoto^etor.msjfastened to. the. beam t?y iseam'-of .foise y >
■ springs and few wire., silm^sVy-flit latter passed two,-,e 
. §wf the Joist- mM two under- the .defleeicneiep..and. they
• ejr Inga, were lieoted on.to .then.and.held the bnlfe el os , 
?.lmni up. eipiBst the ...beam# ,-■•,* y vr-v ; ayyy'w
. flit ©train gauge is-shown in flg«l@.-aM ocsne.iete..of .■!.■■> 
a frrne having two "*0 points cV1 «r one. being fixed. ' 
,;to ,;the ..frasae m 2  .the .other earrled on.a:.lever ;-^ hiOh. Is r.r-. 
pivoted at lie lower-end# tee top. of...the lever is-fitted 
.with, a tavern ehieh,hears on ..the plunger. of enytoea dial-,.■- 
which' roads in.,thousandth® ,of bm iste* , flis nultiplicatlcn
■ of ,.the lever is S to-. l:-so teat te^ Instrument roads to- —
i  ■ ’ ■ ■ ■ ■  ■
I *. 77 .inch hut eoaslderahly-^smaller defleotions.saay. he--:.. rte, 
,;estinxtod since., the'£r teteiteii are..fairlycoarse., (about v  
,1/3 .of &n..inch}i..,;fhe 1$ drilled, with-3/s* diameter
.holes .tIirou:h.-^ hieh special .olanps.’mjr he fixed# .-.enabling - 
, tee. Instrument to he olarpc 1:to; tee h a m  in .any, position#
. . In order that the points tfxmld. not move when. tee;. gauge
:m i  clrrped to .the beam# special holes ware drilled in tee.- 
.partteilar parte of tee h e m  whore strain.measurements .; , 
were to he.t^^n#.. If ter a f aw in le*. it .was. fecund hast 
to drill tea holes with a S4 Stubbs gauge drill to tee 
depth of about one eighth of mx inte and . teen tee edges of 
the holes were slightly ©omtersumk with an ordinary drill#
determined: from tests with W  extensomeier of teown' character­
istics* Details' of ’the calibration will" hegiven later on
- ' —  • .. ■ 1- - 
but the constant of the "strain gauge, was found to b© 1S200
and this figure la Used throughout the teats in'order to
calculate' the value;©f units! strain from .the gauge readings*
" "Before putting the'''beam on" to the maehirie>!'it‘'was first ■ 
of all "set "'■up'on'a marking'oft table end centre'lines' were 
scribed "along the' flanges 'and' the" web* " The" mid point of the ■ 
beam .was found and urbed and " all oth^r marks''were' set out 
symmetrically ahoui it# "The gauge holes were' set cut' 0*0 
shown on Fig*18#'"'there being throe sets *• van&' each set con*- ' 
aistirg of holes* "' Ouo set was in. the middle of the 
be» ana the holes hb and oo were on the centre’ line’ ofthe 
flanges "amd'a|'inolioo apart* " "Holes ©©*'&& and ft were  ^
on "lines if*1 either " side' ihe centre lines and each pair os 
one'"flange"was Bj"inches"apart*. ■ fhis allowed the gauge*to 
be set tip across the flange In order that transverse stress - 
readings might be-taken *.i;-Two holes were drilled on:the 
centre line of the web in order to .measure, strains* if-any* 
on the neutral. axis* f he othersets of holes were identical 
with • the v set. at.., the .middle of , the • beam and were marked out 
§J inches on either'side ..of the’centre .line*., the oy .was 
the aaxtoaa distance., possible. fro© the. centre that the. ,. 
instrument could. be: set; tap. without fouling the heads. of the 
knife edges* v. On the: other. tendthe- deflectcneter was made 
Bf*»Qwrgauge in order, that no "deflections, dm to local ; ,. 
stresses' under the loads should be, included if. any should 
occur * dispersion angles of 46°-being considered., sufficient 
in allowing for this*..,.,.,
,. Vhen the beam had been marked off each set of holes
m*
Mi*u>«74r. : SMiU, U&IVZ ■ JM-14.X K? VVLftW 'Up'P&ir W & m
.were placed in,position*, -the webs, of .the. two beams were . 
.then lined tip vertically,by suspending.plumb.lines.at the 
ends of the bears and adjusting the positions until the 
lines ooinolded with the centre lines-.of; the webs# -.this- , 
precaution ensured concentric loading of. the. lorer beam m d  
avoided as far as possible the application of twisting ; 
moments which might cause unstable results*
■ In- the first set of. tests the. beam was subjected to-;, 
bending on both axes* At first loads below .the elastic 
limit w©r® applied in both cases and this will he called...
then loads. above. the elastic limit but below •- 
the yield point were applied and this is called.*test If** 
Finally the beam was stressed tap to the yield point so that 
a,snail permanent get-remained when the.load was removed ■ 
and this was Heel :111s* ,
fBSr t Vwn.: : :-v/ y: r;)VV-.h','
Owing-to the fact-that''the bend teg table of the n 
machine i s ■ only-' i«**0#: long ' and '. that the - headroom, is' 2#~0* ■ 
under, the ram* only small 'sections could he used if - 
sufficient-space to fix .the strain gauge above and .below-* 
the beam was to he allowed* f- Oemsequently* a %n - oT 4s deep 
beam seemed the best ®ixe Mill© a breadth of 5* over the 
span of 6*-d* was desirable-':if' the yield point was to he 
reached.without, buckling* -In addition to this consideration, 
the fact that the strain gauge was &|# made it desirable 
to use this width If transverse measurements were to he 
used*' • It was therefore decided to test first of all a 
g* x g* x 8*0 t  beam which was kindly supplied by Messrs* 
horaari. long .& Co# ■:■■ ■ * . -
of 1000 lbs* was applied and t*»er» instrument a were" fixed \
• In position# 'When the!r readings had been/recorded the 
-load was-increased to €000 lbs* and more readings were 
taken* - In order; to- obtain an average' reading for the - " 
mxiwm' load of 6000 lbs* a alight increase was made and • 
then another reading w m  taken, as the. load .was brought back 
again id 6000 -libs* this, .tine being a "decreasing load* f hen 
the strain was taken off and a' reading was taken at 1000
lbs* agaim*. . , . ’
" this procedure was..carried out several times for'each 
setting of the strain gauge which res set up in all the
gauge holes in turn* , fhe beam was then set up with the
web horizontal.and,loads Of BOO lbs and W 0 0  lbs* war© . 
applied and seta of readings of strain and deflect Ions-were 
recorded* When complete seta of readings had been 'obtained 
for three settings of the’ be^m in each' position of the ?eb# 
averages were taken of each set of three tests*
In order to evaluate the stresses it was necessary to- 
toow the young*® Modulus for the material* . fbl$ was cal­
culated from the deflection measurements in the following 
manner* ..the portion of beam between the knife e&g*»3 
lent into a circular arc of radius R  's' E l "
If f (fig*If) is the length of the deflect caeier, then 
the deflection® q.^  >■; . ■
*; . g* -s ■ ' _   .
1 effectioyi -:-'----v..-"
flie value for 1 used to. calculating the stress from 
the loading and the value of' ‘B J was taken from a section
across the breadth, of both?the flanges#,the values at. the 
centre being' approximtely the,mean, ©f ..those, at. the toes.and 
approximately ©$tml to the, ..calculated value* ,. The,.quantities ' 
given as^equivalent transverse,stress were the transwers© . 
strainsv multiplied ■byu 1 -for the.sake of comparison, sad., 
were; found., to- be . •st?.-. of the.- longitudinal siresees*.,.. . ,....
■V: ft was found, that.'the; deflection was proportional, to the 
load as also were the stress, readings for b*b# and ©*©*
Which were on. the centre lines of the"'flan the- stress 
readings for a*a# c#c> &♦&* and f *fy were net" exactly, pro- ’ 
portienal to the' load and there a noticeable variation
between the measured stresses at these points'for loading 
and those for unloading# Another 'small variation, occurred 
between the stresses in’ the top and bottom flanges* . the 
average stress in the top' flange was slightly. less than, that 
in the hot tern flange | 'thisf' however* in this case was"'a very 
snail difference and" since no stress could be meacured along' 
the centre line of the web* no importance say' he attached to 
it* the value of toung1 a Modulus. as calculated from' 
deflections was"31 'x  10 ^ Ibs/o * which seems to be rather 
high since the stresses at b«W and e*eh calculated from the • 
measured strains and using this figure,"are slightly higher 
than the calculated 'stress and in order • to. obtain an exact 
result'a value of **0 i v-10 ^ > Ibs/n 11 would be required*
- ’ For testing with: the weh horizontal it was found that 
the stresses at >#b* and >*e# were zero'while the other 
stresses varied considerably in all'the flange toes due to 
slight errors in the' posit ion of the f■*»ige holes relative 
to the neutral axis -or-slight eccentricity' of rolling In the
- xower, man, that Tor; t li-e testa with. tlie web vertical.
- the calculated. stresses ' in. this .'case were- not' the 'n&ximm '
. stresses.since the gauge, holes vere only' 2»s$- inches fro© .
., the neutral axis* . . the maximum"©tresses.; however* may be '
, obtained by multiplying:.by■ the ratio'1*8;g l*S8*-':'-
' '" In both oases the strain gauge and deflectometer pointers 
case bach to.' the initial readings 'when the "loads were removed 
■ showing' that/ the elastic'limit had' hot ' been' exceeded* ^
. ISGf.llv . in . this..-test the, beam was,stressed to just below 
...the. yield, point>nd similar readings' of stress and.-.deflection 
,were,taken. m , in  the'..previous test*,. Starting, with a load of 
,1000 lbs,:the liashine m s  r m ;np:.to.;10»OOd.lbs and then,:;-./ 
brought back,to.:1000.1b® .again# reading© of stress and.-.-.:.
. deflect ion. being: taken. twice, for each load * A permanent set 
, of *001 inch, occurred ,in the deflection.; showing that the 
elaetio,.limit imd been exceeded but when the load was mm 
tip and down again no further m t mm measured at all* ,Xb 
will be. observed-on,examining table 1 that .the- stresses vary 
...across the; breadth..of the '.flanges a© previously - noticed in 
.feat. lf:.the .variation, in the. top flange being 3900 lbs per. 
square, inch out of a^total mean.stress of .■Ssooo..lbs per.©$* 
inch and in, the bottom flange. the variation was 2900 lbs v.t. 
per square inch*, These .figures are about three tines .those 
for the variations. in!: the ’ previous test*, the. loads-being in 
the ratio of. 9 to I* i*e«. %em than twice* , fhey-do not / 
therefore increase proportionally' to the load*. g
. ; On taking readings' for loading ant unloading,- it was 
again noticed that the .stresses in'the flange.; toes were 
lower when the load was inereasing, than, when it was, &e-. 
creasing* foung1© Modulus work© out t© 50*0 x 10 lbs*
lower than. those found. from the .lighter loading and this ' 
fact bear® out the point demonstrated in i"ig#8 where It la 
■ Shown ;that when t tie proportional limit of mil! eiOvl ia 
exceeded -the apparent value o f the tatmz'o Ko&ulus is : -
slightly reduced* . . . g. g.,
"TEST: 111 # ■ - / M s  time; the load i&ken: tip " to tlx# field 
point • of the' beant with'.a petting similar ’to' that of the two 
“previott®1 teats * t Testing • with " the w&h ■ yertieal * the' load 
mas taken to. 7000:lbs|'readings, were taken*-‘It was resnove&* 
and readings were--again talon for: stress rad deflection* ' 
fhts.wa® dona': for other • loads inoreasing by. 10©0 Ibg mill 5 
the beam ‘began to sag# fliis point was detected by observing 
the pointer on the testing machine lever and when it’began :
: to - drop' without any increase ' of load no farther readings 
were taken*7 .'.This occurred at, 11*?S0 "Ihs*- -
- The beam was then loaded with -'the ,#et> horizontal-and :
• in this, case readings' were first’taken at SO00. lbs.per sq# 
inch-and' increments of S00 lbs were' mde until'' the load 7f 
.reached ‘4800.- lbs When the lever began to.’,.sinkt ;' indicating 
the.field.point#-' r-.-j- . :-g: g.-
. I The ■ results of this test; are tabulated in table i t  and
table • l i t  : from;. which . it. can' he seen • permnent set' first
occurred at • & load; of -f0:00: lb® ■•giving-a calculated fibre" ■
stress, of SS*fOO lbs':per sq# ^ imoiuf to' permanent set was
noticed' on the ■ strain ■ gauge tint 11 the lead reached 10*000
' ' * . 1 - 
lbs and at this load it. was found to be t^TTT inch, unltaX
strain# . .The measured. stress - for loading :Mih "the treh': ■ "v '
• horizontal was not the maximim." gives a" ' ‘
column showing the maxima stress -at" the. toes and. it will
...loaded, cm the. weals mi®. Is ...greater for a given, stress than 
when . it is loaded on. the strong: axl@«
<Tn....order to complete this series of tests it was : .:
,necessary to. standardise the .lnstruaent,'and..tc oatvj out 
, a tensile test on a . specimen out out of the t  . b e m  flange# 
fhe, strain gauge was .standardised, .“by first. of ■ all. testing 
the'•tensile specimen with a. Oamhridge..estenscsneter and then 
testing it with.the. same loading,with' the: strain gauge. ., 
attached# Accordingly a piece, of . steel 1#., long and A* 
broad was out out o f  mm flange of the hern, and was planed
■ down until it had a rectangular section with the dimensions 
as given in Fig*21* . .,; i. . ....
. ..fhe .Cambridge oncometer has a gauge length of 100 ' 
ms* and reads to. *001 m *  and.with this attached to the 
.. specimen, the. load was applied by a tensile testing machine# 
•She .first loading gave rather timetable results and a certain 
.’ amount. of permanent set remained when the load had been 
v taken . off .hut this was thought to he due to Initial, stress 
In the. flange material* ■ She subsequent loadings*'however* 
gave /very uniform results* the average of which. was taken 
.and is tabulated.in column £ of table IT*' The special., :.■
. strain gauge was then substituted.'for the Oamhridge Ansira**
' ment and . readings were taken for the same loads and their 
average Is given. in oolum' 4' of table IV*
, Column. i allows the unital - strain as . calculated from ' - 
the results given in column b f dividing-the.
■ *
differences of column 4 by the corresponding uniial strains- -
In column 3 constants for the gauge were'obtained* Several 
£ constants were obtained hut one was found which is the. 
average and used throughout |th© values in column S- are
■ really the reciprocals of the constant) and as stated before
Si*
g a u g e  : A. & ~ 0 JLijttJ S3 5*. AilM i AW S3 '<£■<**-Uyt s^ti,
ii0 2 tons while the minimal load was '#0B tens*, fhe change 
of stress Intensity tas therefore 1*9$ f - #10S-which equal®,■- 
15.0 tons ■• per s&u&re tech* v ,£he unii&l.. strain for this .load,
is *0009$B inches so that young ^.Modulus .has'a wine of
. . . & ■
13300 tons per.square inoh.or-2§#s k Io,- Xhs per aq# inch.
the average wine of;,. B , deduced -from -deflections of, the. • v
beam - was about 30 #5 %■ 10 .tons per. sqtmre.-lncii#. hut-this .
m s  calculated on a nominal moment of, inertia ..-Of S$?&7t
the section, of the beam m s  meamired. to- the nearest;.;*0-1 inch
end the 0/feet length was weighed.and was -found-, to. be.81*8 -<■.
lbs as against SI lbs nominal# ■■. this meant ..that.;the area of ■
section was.larger, than the ,required -0*5, square inches,1a ;
the proportion of rl *n i .' 51* and gives an area ofcross
■section of ;s*55.sq» 'Inches* r low the - web was .found: to he, of .
the required-thictoess; so the - extra ;mterial :must haw been
in the flanges# ., This being - the, case - an a&ditional.momaii •, -.
of insrtia; of :,#05.x. 1#§ «;#oaS:lns* .^ must .he sided - to .the
nominal of .$#7^ ins making It ;:S*0S5; #r,< -.Using this
value instead .of toting*® Modulus as found by
- 6
deflections. he comes B9*9,x 10 ■; ,.tons per eq# inch*, It. is ■ 
Xihely that ..the .difference between S9*i- s l0. and 3§#S x 10 . 
may he. due ,to small errors in the deflectometer which were :; 
noted: in test 1 .causing the. measured/wine, of the. stresses •. 
to be .greater. than the calculated*
v,, ratio of.■ transverse.vto'longitudinal stress.measured
in..test• 1:was *S9?-* Using the expression ; E -.= g ^  2 ':
the ratio’ of the moduli for this .beam is.;S#59* this value " 
will be used later when torsional rigidity is. considered#.
conclusions nave, m e n ' oram urn -regaru • $o-. m e  oeuawEg cji 
roiled-©teel’'l -beam®r-- m-,;^ : ■.'•■ Hs o::-nda.: m^ -'h;,.... ■-' - ■
{2) 'v thenthe elastic limit stress..-la .exceeded to., any :, ?
■ ' extent a '-permanent' set ^ tahew place* : iff -however^ . ..-the
: -m^perfeotlf 'clastic, maimer until the previous stress, is -:
■: ■ h ■1exceeded 'when a further permanent set. will-, occur #■ .but 
the 'modulus■ of tlastioity will It slightly reduced. .
'- - <3) ;' - the yield’point' is the.• .maximua • stress at-, which a rolled 
“:"■''■■■'■'at eel'beam' -can-be of any•:practical value* eepectally 
; ^  with, the web vertical* v
" - (4) > though a beam may be loaded concentrically and under 
•■-bhe action .of -no: lateral loads^-yet-variations o f - 
; :-; i : '0tress:’eeross -.the breadths ' of. the "flanges Jmye been .,
, observed* ^  f -Oi ' M ■ h::-;. ;.;
■ secondary- stresses mb noted-in 4 were -described b y ' - . 
Marburg-(1009) m d  ' m m  to vindicate a.. lateral ^ deflection of 
the flanges# l compression -flange m y  -be .expected..,to deflect 
sore than the: tension flange' since the--stress' differences .are 
greater; in' that flange* in"which-- case the .beam# la addition 
to defltoting#also twists a :little about:the polar axis of 
the section* - Accordingly an attempt - was m & e  to. measure the ; 
torsional deflect ion: of - a' beam subject ..to.; vertical,' loads and 
for this.purpose a torsion meter.which l&'&hown in'FlgtSQ 
was constructed# --It consisted of. a wooden frame carrying a
{i)'‘!:'The modulus: of -elasticity ‘ of: the. mterial; of the beams 
■ r J which/, have been- tested tea; nsrallv be*»n- fotmr!., to be* 
m : (a) Constant' tSupoughcnit'-the a eel
,:r (b) the - same in' tension '.-as; compt 
!i -(c) lias the -game value' for bending no.: for direct.,loads
load- is' removed# - the ■ beam -will. then behave In $
a millimetre was fa 
SO .-.centimetres ' from the 
ge - piece* - headings' cir the edge of’" thfe 'plumb lime were
radians 'was found by multiplying the
  1 .
jOdCT*-- flat frme was clasped" to 
beam' ard headings for-various''series of applied loads were
of a number of tests on ike 
same beam no "connection 'could be traced between the various' "' 
sets of readings * ■' drae: probably" to slight rotational' movements
on " the supports and the method was finally' abandoned# 
3©pt';w&a then made" to''measure the' lateral'deflections . 
to: do this, 'the' defleetometer was fixed 
up by: means' Of -springs 'and damps; into'avhorizontal plane* fba
eage of the n&ngeknife' edges ■ of the instrument' bore on
near ■ to - the point loads- and the: dial" plunger' rested on a 
plate"' fastened' across ■the f  langes* - it was hoped Tby meamrimg
lateral"' restraint' which might he Imposed by the 
■the7 beam and. knife edges' by' means' of which the load, was app******
3® x 5# x 8«s lbs’per'foot ; 1 beams used in the' 
tests was first of" all' set'up in the machine' and" 
simultaneous readings of' flange ©tress and - latera
iaks?,M String f |WVl
figs* '35 and' M  'Warn-the • variation of streig. across the flanges 
at mid span-and near to'the point loads# -fhe variation is ' 
greatof•at tuo mad span 'th^ r* at the load, points which seems:tc 
indicate: that the knife edges 'restrain the Mam ©lightly*' If # 
however* • they restrained! it absolutely# the stress differences
, mvse&w AW#,- «U»«* UAJUUV£bUA£lg «1U- ®«S • SUPSeqU©nTf.
;• diagrams .will- show* ’ the :indpadlng;,ota>v0' seesas' to give'.'a
:truer 'indication''of., the action of ■'the beam#'- :f he stresses 
also.:allowed.a' slight; loop tot to a leas-degree and it was 
not : possible - to read 'toe ; small;;dlfferenees; between loading • 
.-.and. unloading;stress#*' and they are therefore-not' ekown 
en.toe diagrams*.-v ■•■■■., '-.h-.--: ■>- o 'W:-;.. r-i,
r:...fhe' ratio - of. the. lateral defleet Ions of: tkr,tension and 
compression.flangesvis 3*0/5#8 ;.lt;is-'assumed that,
this is, toe result of toe initial -lateral1' forces -^msed by. 
some ; slight inequalities la toe beam seottori. mking an v 
initial'deflection# followed by the ooisfeined-action'of-this 
;initial defect and toe consequent eccentricity of' tot direct 
forces;in flanges which will'bowdefloot, further# In. order " 
to-verify tola assumption the' dimensions of toe tom section 
•were-carefully-takm.-in a namtor cf 'placea along its length.-, 
and it was. fmind that to# web was h u into- eccentric*. flats ' 
.small .defect - was thought to to responsible directly and - :' 
.indirectly for -toe-comparatively large lateral -deflections 
<^d, secondary'stresses'in the flanges# ■■'■•'. '■■■
; In order to verify these 'conclusions a-'second s S*"'"' 
sjil lbs per'foot. 1' beam was marked off- and drilled for 
gauge holes as before and tested to a similar manner for 
-lateral.., deflection and flange stresses*. ;:" fhi® beam was' of 
©Iter -mnufaster© .than' toe first-one'and 8000 ibs wa© the ■ 
msimnm/lo&d It would; carry witoout: permanent set# ' the 
results ..of tots test-a re given in table® If and W a n d  It 
can,be .seen -that, the variation Of' stress across the flanges - 
was very .small# -The maximum lateral- deflection, of the 
compression and tension flanges were: #001*.- and *0005* ; " 
respectively so that .the deflection ratio was *5 in this case
ajioxoaiie. «  rexatxy© lateral •deflection of the :. 
flanges Is due.more to ihe: buckling,action' of the flange 
forces than was the case 'In•■ the previous tests#
:f!ie. 8*. as.. 3* x 8*6 lbs per foot 'X-', section'is.'©n© : 
of. comparatively big .lateral. stiffness .and will not buckle • 
under, ordinary eircumstxnoes Over a' span of 8?*8*.aad- 
although it is &. Convenient section when It is'.required " 
to verify .'the. theory of. bending# yet when the -.object of the " 
test' is to ■ investigate the causes, of lateral deflections " .' ■’' 
of .bea&e# a more slender .section' m y  possibly.give more" 
satisfactory results* - It was therefor© decided to test a ■"
4t: x If* x $ lbs* per- foot /S '" beam# . St was set up "on a 
©*«*©#. spaa with the point loads $**&*■■ apart .and the deflect-* - 
©meter was set up as before on the edges of the flanges# --tte 
deflection of the compression flange increased at"first 
rather. ©lowly hut when a load of CO""© lbs tod been'applied it 
became much, greater*. On. the other, hand* the tension .flange 
first of all deflected In the .opposite direction but as-the 
load increased it moved in a reveret' direction until at a 
load ©f 2000 lbs It had returned to its original'atop©'and 
then beg^n to, deflect in the. same :direction as the compression 
flange* ;’ the result of this test is shown in'rig#20 where " ",- 
the loading and unloading curves 'for each flange are plotted*' ■ 
the tension flange did not deflect tea- negative direction ■ 
while being- unloaded, but simply • returned to aer© displacement 
wiien the ’ load had been entirely removed but the native 
deflection occurred when the load was again applied# to 1 
measurable eccentricities were found in the. section although 
the deflections were in this .case much greater than in 
previous tests but a. slight twist was observed in’ the bean 
and it is- thought that this was the cause of the initial ;
40« ■
an % bean may'affect the-action iu'one'of '-twamya* ' Either 
they may cause ' it ' ta move laterally or -they say constrain it 
to rotate but' in both eases another deflection ' o m $ M  by the " 
action' of the direct' bending forces in the flanges'will he ’ 
superimposed cm the initial' one* '• ihe -first may be called :' 
the : ©acentric' lateral' deflection and ia directly ’ proportional ; 
to the load While the second may to called the'Characteristic 
lateral deflection and is governed by the shape of the section* 
"In the first 5* "x Ss| x ’8*S'lto per foot " 1" team test'-' 
both kinds of'deflection were acting In the' came direction so 
that'the ratio of-lateral flange deflections was in all 
probability greater than the theoretical characteristic ratio 
for a perfectly true' beam*' On' testing the second s 8* &
8#8"lbs per foot 1 beam# the ratio was found to be *5 and ";- 
it’is. likely that this value is nearer the cimraoteristic 
ratio since the"section was practically symmetrical# In the 
test on the 4* £ ll”. I beam the deflections were evidently 
in opposition to one another and at first the eocentriu 
deflection was most in evidence*. As the load increased* 
however*' another factor which increased at a greater rate than 
the bending forces In the t tool: control of the sit®-* 
ilom and the initial tendency of the beam to rotate was over** 
come* ' It is probable'that in this case the; actual'ratio of 
lateral deflections which was *4? is slightly less than the 
characteristic ratio since the forces are. now acting to • 
opposition to each other*' the definition of the characteristic 
lateral deflection ratio as deduced from the above observa*.- 
tions m y  be stated'as followsi
V h m  a symmetrical I " bean is subjected to given com- • 
ditions of loading the ratio of lateral flange deflections*
Unless a b e » .section is no ..
lateral deflect loss of the flanges m y  o c c u r  w i t h i n  the-.-,, 
elastic.limit and therefor© it:. would not be. possible, to.find : ' 
the characteristic ratio by .direct test* lft M w e w r t: the <. .- 
conditions of loading are such. that, the bera trill,fail by. 
tmckling*. then# and only; then* would, the flanges instantaneously 
deflect laterally in acccrdanc i * with the above definition*.
If# therefore* the ratio ©f flange deflections of a 
buckling beam ©an be. calculated for given conditions of load* 
Ing#.this ratio, will be the characteristic ratio for .that 
particular .ease# . .
ffee. following section contains mn attest to ...determine 
the conditions of lateral stability of... ,Z .beams..under varying 
conditions of vertical loading end given conditions of lateral 
end fixity*; , ^, . , . . ■ , . v;;
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first beum by Ealer and lias been carried on %  his method 
until oom*u*&tiveiy recent times# Unless the problem- is very 
staple tMa method* which consists of ■'the formation of en 
©^u&iion from the -applied momenta and” the elastic resistance 
moment Of the member when ©lightly bent# results in a 
differential ©potion which may be difficult to solve#
la recemt yeara other methods t w  been used involving 
the assumption of a given fora which the member take® up tim 
it commences to bne&Xe# One of these is suggested by Morley 
in Strength of ieriala (lots) page t§3 * as sm approximate 
solution of a simple'oolusm.prohlessit
;fhe ecluim is supposed to deflect according to the 
equation y.a ;ic?d. ■ .and from this the wort done on
U
the member is calculated from the expression . pf | cif. rk *»f^ T
y^ dtot
i§hich is merely the load multiplied by the reduction in 
length due to. buckling* ..fh© work- done is equated to ...the 
resilient energy of the bent columns which is i f dst■ • ■ V I I -sw*#^
£X
neglecting shear and direct Gc&presaion* .■
In the following analysis it is assimed that' the 
compression flange buckles in the form of a sin© curve in 
all cases# • ft is evident that the simp© of the curve will 
vary according to the loading and properties of the section 
but any variation from the true curve will result in am error 
of the order of probably only This point Is'dealt with
by W,M# ..Wallace ,m& salmon (ioso) in comection,with
the.buckling of. columns of varying section m  under uniformly 
.increasing, or decreasing loads* . - w-m -
S . is the; gross. length of. the fceaa, end / I* Is, the
distance. between,the. ends at a given moment*
■' To' - la the mximma defleet ion at the centre and :
I Is the deflection at a distance X from the centre of, ,v
' the: h emV / a / / _ T
A .0 B is I sine curve whose equation is ■ 
y  a ^.C0S.1t3C
' X T .; '
fhe worh done.fcy. F in suddenly handing the he&m into the 
shape .indicated hy the diagran
* '  P ( S - . L )it.
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and if. fo is. the mean flange stress*
#» «#* H/m(1)
this, is for. flanges Slaving uniform stress throughout 
their whole lengths and in order, to-obtain an expression/":: 
for the work done hy a force increasing uniformly from aero
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slightly so': that - the' compressive force in the flange has
to dc'-trorlc against, the' beam■ In two m p *  The • nett worh done 
on' the beam , must' he equal to the sum of the resilient 
energy of bending and twisting.* ' ■
• ; fhe resilience of, a beam bent laterally about the minor 
axis into a sinusoidal curve whose maximum ordinate is" T e 
m^asr."be represente& by *" ’: '■ ;:p : • ; :■■ :'
L
c o s "  T T V u ,
12)
A . I ?
.:. The resilience of a beam twisted m  -in fig#IS may be
expressed as follows! . .,
CASH t *  A beam is bent -by two opposite and 'egual terminal 
coupler acting in a vertical plane» otherwise it. is., free to-, 
move laterally except at the ends,where sufficient lateral 
restraint ie applied to Iseep the web vert lea'll. (See Fig*14)» ■ 
The only forces tending to Increase or restrain lateral 
. deflection are considered and in a perfectly. symmetrical 
section m j  fee numerated as followsi
u> the compressive force in one flange tending to male© the 
beam deflect ■ laterally* '
(S).-;-:$he resistance of the beam against lateral deflection*
' (3) Sha restetanea of the fceasj to torsie&al deflection.
(4) The tensile force in the other flange tending to prevent
v,. lateral deflection*
v. fh© wor^ done by (1) is equal-to the'resilience of 8 I S
plus the worlE cone by 4#
i j f*- * .**•***%■,*&• f ■t"' 1 /. » *„.v^ . r1 *%**&&■-*■ a f % t-%^  *£■ i-'-r
• W* s -iiLi™L;fe * SLloJjLk t o  +  ! »**!
L ' 4  L-* ^  ■:■ '
.The value. of.. E ■ substituted to ©equation i gives the 
orltioal atreas..for..an7. given value of £*, If It Is very
•large ..the iera .■. :.!L~4tX£ becomes very small' * '
■ 4 '■-■
.m d ' *a*• .to equation-# approaches zero so that'the solution 
of" the equation Is E « '1 • and to m. 0 *
■ If & '**• o then K «' O. and the beam buo&les as shown la
fig# XI» and" if a is greater • than • o * K is a minus
quantity "and the flanges deflect as shorn in Fig#IS* for
any given condition of span and 'beam section the two terms
which nry'be represented fey " '^ (lijO • and Q,£lZ»^L
■ ■ , . j-K1 i-ic-
are equal*
" "If the'force in the flange is not uniform hut varies
uniformly from the ends. to a maximum at the centre as to the 
case of a beam under a central point load applied at the 
neutral axis of the section* the work done on the beam is
•3 % b f  lfxVi,n~ (see i ft)
. f . 4 L : ■ ■ ' .
Ena 'rr:~ em  f. 'If-Iy< fV# +-JL fi=M.xl   (sa)
' •; h t  t.4t>
hut E still has the same value that it had before*
■ .for;a.uniformly distributed load applied in the same way
point load applied to the top flange (Set Fig*la)*
■ Let the point load be ., W ' end. if it is' assumedthat it
does not restrain the notion of the hen®* the buckling action
of the compression flange will he Just the same* hut will, he;’ ■ 
assisted by. the load tending to cause more torsional deflection* 
a "■■■.flit work done by. the- load, in a ..direction parallel... to XX 
axis ,1$. sero and. therefore the only work which affects, the 
tackling is •the twisting of the. beam about. the: axis normal to 
XX and W*.- :; ;,; .■•■;•.■: ■ ’id -/i,-
■■v -Jte sairnn tsripe' f W.y* (izBl ■ ’ and the angle of twist:
= y^ tiuiS'i /  . . z :
■ /.. X t .':■ ,.. ■ . .:  ^ |
.... fhe, work done" **"2. . W]L 0^0 xVo |Hfel * : 4r W\4* (
fhis in terns'-.of.. maximum stress' is h “ r.
W r ~  ,:
Equating work done to strain energy.as tefore.
Kt-ir^x . ^ o a  s EIwTt^yffHKf
k V  i n  I -+• aijJsiriii — c* ~  - ~  (<z\
. |Acl'24e<e|i ad*lr,e-«t .",?■ \b'
*h*« ac ' jfi&y' C» JEb .' ,d»:3V»+ ^  e*8& 
. t^u ' 2-sKv ' ; , .  rrh
x
* •' O,
If *&* is very'large ;then.*a*'becomes Tery small and the . 
equation heo.omes 'K2 ;** • I&lV as 1. w ,6 -"-'so that X ;■» 1*0 as before 
and equation, f -then simplifies.to f o » $*•
if the load is applied to the bottom flange the last 
tern •ef*f, becomes me.gatiTt- so that ,.•
J f r f 1
fi
4 L 1 : 2*5hw
c
i% b p  {V-k4 —  MJk* (i-W  ^
and the. value ' of E .■ :1s obtained from ,the': equation
K%- t kj qd t tcf \ , cict-2oe -C!- ^ g ’4N*’1 . ■>w*Mijrtnuwr(M»;i»?<»wi»w>r*«W'> JwmtiwWw/ tlcl-¥lG€'~CA
a d ~ 2 ccj q  4  ;P& .»t—usMUrtMinw.1>!|.VHI»aw^-fw*atrjvwWOte «w» • '’gT I J <>•<»*» liflUM -*SW? K f
Qcl + iae- c  u
■ the buckling stress "fox1'a load "oa. the bottom flange -is 
hi^aer than that for a load on the top flange while. the T&lue 
for a load applied at the neutral axis as calculated from" ; ; 
Oase 1«& is between the two though not always the mean*'
CASE HI* ■ . .■ v;:-..
hyk beam simply supported and restrained at the ends from 
twisting with a distributed load applied at the top flange* 
hat the distributed load he w units per foot length of 
beam so that the load on a length. dx is w.dot •
fetal'worh dose ^  ^  ^*2* j : • Ct% IlX* &
lf|^
h
Expressing in terms of flange stress
V*/i c; _i.xa f©*- fs- W “”
<4*
Equating tlxe .terms of work and' resilience as in Case if 
and.solving for-fo'..
.n
f t  *  E
nr
H fif*
^  ,***!
+~ n X jc'k (fHk)
■ TT1 'h1   ■ ■
«u?m *«*.
the' value of £• ibelng found f&m equation (9) wherei
€| TT^ ' 1*ft JyV«fyew#WRWtK*WMl^W^
If ..the load is applied at the bottom flange the term *e* 
becomes' negat ive ■ as in (f A): and {8 A) in o&se 1 1 -
from twisting with two -equal,-..point loads applied at.the top 
flange equidistant from'tlie supports and' at a distance g?*
apart*. ■■-.■. ; ■ ■
. I»etv the point loads-fee w/2 ';: y ;
-.fhework done -by the loads' in--twisting the beam- '
Wft « 1u * 2 >  \l
w  ' s f X**
1A tl'SI1 co<? - a
*»• Ci
■»■ ■fc * f l ^ c o f T t g  
U M i - D
'" 1U
§&•*«*• ’MB*) (l °
If the loads are at -quarter points g ■» •$ and. 10 becomes
w k
■ m: />-■ ■«%(«» . *%' i
» 2 1  i «  '** Sf*, if^ j| twfi ;
L. h
a &  J$L |, •4** *£!•■* sP^ t ?•and 1 o .becomes ■
r  x t^(K»f ^
JX 0-: ■\ § ■
4  ct "■
'■ tc
4 L 2*5
fl| 4»- ^ /f^ tf
;■■■.. '.'H^  |*| %'
*» *•* •  . # .  . *  %, (")
In the tests the value of g was *4s§
rrl
and
, • h^tt |Mfl ~ :| ■ •■' " T^: ( } ~K)Wife, .«l>lit|IW|wi«»MW<
*!*■
**»* W*■f*c S '- £ .
S Z b  f f h k 2-} ^  o
fjrx'.fjl «*
the. value of It ’ in both cases is found from equation S*
01<
that 'expressions 7$ S»- 11 ant 12 contain four main terms . 
each modified by fKt# tat the terms and *e* occur In 
expression 5 also and' since this is simpler than the others , 
a detailed consideration of its parts will first be made*
.br^ Tf ' is the Euler crippling stress
which the 'hem. is capable of tahing as a pin ended strut* ■
«*»
the second term which may be written as J  Is s
b t * h %
torsional constant for the particular h e m  ©action and is 
independent of the length* If *£* were m constant# f© mi^ht 
fee represented %  an expression of the form £  = A. B
e
where 4 and B are constants* '•' the value of fo la directly 
proportional to the elastic constant M$ but this is so 
only for stresses within the elastic limit* the value of 
*K* may vary between +* I and » 1 but if it nearly reaches 
either of these values^ . one or other of the terms *&# or •*©* 
is multiplied by a very small quantity and is negligible 
so that the effect of *E# is considerable* It is not 
affected by the type of loading which is applied at the 
neutral axis .although the critical buchling stress may be 
considerably altered*
the application of loads to the flanges of a bean may 
alter considerably the conditions, of stability and the value 
of *K* - which is governed by the conditions of loading and 
the dimensions of- the beam* the expressions for fo are 
muoh more complicated and may not be reduced to a simple 
combination of two factors* the value of K 'may still vary 
between the limits •<*. 1 and + 1 and has a large influence on
of .buckling stresses -with an.;actual ease*, take for example .., 
the .IS* deep beams tested-%. Marburg And mentionedpreviously 
in an account ©f his teste*-- .the:':dimension® were as,follows* 
fi »..Is*.- h.-.**.®*®* ■ m ■ =» .^ 8S4*.-;v^n «''-*41*.1;xs_».441*8,ino*^
1. 77 «.I4*6:;lns#^ -. and I", (from Eioliiaond, ltS9} ^ %*43 & I* « ISO
.theoretical- value of -K - for loading the top flange at 
the centre is «* ;:*.24 and the huckling' stress works out. at 17*5 
tons per sq* inch* the actual .value for the tests ■teeing 17*23 
tons per. sq«..-..inch* ■; .Other formulae -give the following results 
for the same condition of loading* '
Hoorefa formula .givesp.fa •« 15#® tom .per, ®q#. inch*. 
a f iraoslienko1 s .formula gives - fap* 13*8. tons per. eq# inch* ..
-v Ossa’s ".formula is -given for a load applied at the centre 
line ©f: the.: section and. give s.-: f a 20*4 tons, per, sq. inch-, 
hut .this 'stress., is liigh because..actually the' load had lean
taken ©n:the-.top flange*a,; vaaaaaaa- .. - .
p. Phe theoretical ■ value. of. K; ■; for ; loading . at quarter points 
on. the;, top ■ flange .ig ■ - ■,* 0B and; the • huckling.stress is.. 14 • 0 tons 
per sq* inch# the.actual; value • for' the' tests 'being; 15*55 tons 
per.■ sq*inch* rH#F* Moore’s formula-gives.,,.fc *.14*5. tons per 
■sq # inch * f hi s ca se.is not given by ■ f i&oshenk©. or. 0 s s e *,, A 
working' formula used. in-America: and recojsmen&ed by less is..
, »8ooo.
a
A'fs" f  tons per;Bq. inch,
and the formula reoommanded by the Institution of structural
Engineers also gives fs - c tons per so* inch*.
fills working stress 1ms a factor of safety: of 2*8?- t m m  
on the result obtained by experiment for the 
centrally loaded beam and g#S for the one "
' described, in', this -dissertation the value of. VE • is - all that,
'is required* vThe measurements of transverse stress across 
the flanges of the 'S# z 3# % ..8*5 'lbs/foot !,-■ beam gave a..- 
'computed ratio of,elastic moduli to be 2*59.. instead ©f 2*S 
as assumed in the previous calculations-- (see page % & )*. A 
;fhe.value of ..g . in this.case was *453 and the dimensions of 
the beam are as followsi.,; V ,
L >= 63* .to'® 3,878 in3 Iks = 1.202 ins® . t = «S38
J '* *1 (from. Gibson ■'& &i©hie)\''h »'3* ,
: .:. The equation in 2*19: If # *55. s 0„ giving
E.«-*29* ,’. v ,..:. a .'-: -v  ; ,
-/Fig* 87 gives, the values.'of ■ •:.k ' ,'a® obtained'.by...experiment
and .computed.from Fig* .26# -'.; It' varies from’ *4S at .small-leads 
to,,*77,. at maximusa. ^ aile. the. load,tos being applied*-... When 
• the load, was being reduced' &. -Is almost constant at about ,*f* 
The ratio, of ;X»/b in this case was 23 and it is not, likely . 
that buckling effects- of .any. importance, would, ©ome into play..,
, at stresseswithin the elastic limit# especially..if.there was 
any appreciable ecoentricity.-to the ■ section* ^, The, tension, , 
flange would undoubtedly restrain the beam a,little which , , 
accounts. for., the Hi*. value being #7 and not 1*0*.;.
■ The tests' on,the. s e c o n d . % 3r, X ,beam where,there 
. was very 'little .eccentricity in the sect! an*, gave a, K :, value 
of *5* , This approaches nearer to the theoretical ratio .but 
., such large divergencescare not a'satisfactory oonfirmatios 
of the formulae and show that .the broad flange ,X ..beams .-., 
with ordinary defects .are .not affected.by..buckling forces - 
over moderate, span® and. will, in most easts fail, by direct-. ,. 
flexure*, . This,is hone out ■ by, the, fact that although during
58 *
yet no excessive. lateral. deflection toolc place* the displace** \
mont being approximately proportional 'to the load/for. all . • • •. , |
loads, especially while unloading {See;Fig*85)# -■, ■ .'■■u.-v-ri r [
, the teats on the #  x if1 x. i lbs/ft* ■ X ■ ■’beam g&w<. • ’ - 
...results- of an entirely;different character# 'fhe ratio o f ■ ;'j 
in this ease was 159*$ and the lateral deflect ions'of the : ' :j
flanges were’in consequence much larger* .1
$he; dimensions'of the beam were as follows? ' : ', J
■ ’ ‘irr * S*or * 'jyyw'-tlPO t « ♦84 " h
® '#©$8 {from dibson & Eichie) ■ {Doe Appendix)../’'
’ the equation In t is K® • 1*0412 +- »fS » Of' and & » *807* 
v fig* 83 shows 'the values'of K . obtained iron actual’ 
"measurement during loading'and unloading*'' Pben"the load was 
.first■ applied'the ratio' of..lateral deflections was about ** 2*0* 
Mow it is’impossible for % to be. greater t^an - 1*0* when ■
; no’forms of eccentricity are present and it is obvious in this ’ !
{case’'that the 'initial' deflections ?ore' due more to inequalities :
: in the' section or twists in the beam* " 4a more energy was' |
; imparted to the compression flange this' initial tendency was 1 
overcome m d :"'Ky. qx&oklj changed from ' «#■’B»® t® t  *4 and then 
" gradually increased"to a ’mxirosi of "•00 which Is slightly ’ 
more' than the theoretical one of t^OT ;obtained -*? ^e* . After 
' a ' load of 6000 lbs had"been applied '' K 'decreased to *47 at ’ 
7000 lbs# fhe'hending stress at this load was 15*7 tons''per j 
• sqv inch ■ and it' is li&ely that the secondary stress due to the i. 
iarge lateral 'deflection was at least 10$ more "so”that one 
’.toe-'Of' the compression flange'would probably be stressed" ;|
beyond the 'elastic limit or. even the yield point" so ’that' the 
flange- would deflect more and the'value of It would consequently '.! 
be decreased* ' ' ' ■. g
' -S7*
I
at the lower •: loads because .the t wist in the , beam began to 
influence the action of,:ihe flanges.to m relatively greater 
extent* For,this reason it was not. possible to; obtain a marly 
constant . ratio down; to snail ,loads a s m m  the case in the tests
on-the,$• . % ,  .1: ■ beasts*,..
o m r z M s  m w a i m i c m n t  ' V '
It .is true'within fairly'fine limits that‘"when a beam of 
perfectly - symetfioal'section' is 'subjected to Ideal conditions 
•of loading the actual 'stresses will be '-equal' to the calculated 
stresses" if they are -not beyond "'the elastic, limit of the- 
-material* ' In .the case of • mild 'steel, this state of affairs ' 
obtains' to 'the yield point' also> •especially if the bean has 
once been stressed' to the "sane extent : on a' previous " occasion#. 
If the ratio-of the length of.span. to. breadth of flange should 
he large, the >cr~ l iy fall by buckling before' the yield point 
of the material is reached hut the conditions of loading and 
■the'torsional'stiffness of'the heart'also have a considerable 
influence in this respect * • \
' i n practice, however, such 'ideal conditions are rarely 
realised and many factors may be present to "modify the action 
of a ’ beam* ' Variations in' the' elastic properties "of the 
material' of a commercial ' section do. not seem' to effect the 
strength or stability to a ' marked' degree und er the
usual conditions of loading hut'tmsymmetrical roiling and 
twists ' t o  the 1 r * i may have' serious, oonaequences. under certain 
conditions of Ic^dmg* ' fhese defects will' cause a beam to - 
deflect laterally’under vertical"concentric' loading and once 
the beam’ starts deflecting' the direct bending forces in the 
flanges will tend to produce further'deflectlon*
.gmtae ©road flange, type* -,,Xn tlie former type-of,beast,-lateral 
, deflection ■ will increase .at. a . greater rate &jsr the. load is, ,,,, , 
applied.,and will eventually lead:to.,buckling» -,4. <..,,
, *fhe;:broad flange.type,willi;. continue to-deflect 'as. the,load 
• Increases, .but, almost. in, direct proportion, to , it *.. Secondary 
, ©tresses;.will: be -set-up . in. the flange, to .the"extent of,sometimes 
•v 10$. of, the main stress, but. the. beam is not seriously ..weakened 
i ©wing, to > the accommodating way which mild. steel,has. of . yielding- 
: in highly stressed areas' and so distributing the. load .more 
, evenly . over,vthe'; section* , flies# secondary- stresses would be. 
such,more dangerous -to high-carbon steels or; ©act,.iron*. ,,'
:..- ;finder given,comditions -of .loading, each type of beam will 
have-, a tendency' to - assume, ,a., certain charset eristic position 
■depending on. the mathematical properties - of the .section*
,.Eccentricity- or. deformity,in. beams,will tend to. modify this ..
. characteristic posit ion, and, In .broad flange ..beams will, often 
have more influence on the behaviour than the said, mathematical 
properties* Such eccentricities When present %n slender I 
section beams will have a alight effect on the behaviour of a 
beam, at high stresses when it will take up the characteristic 
position but they undoubtedly will cause initial deflection 
and the column action of the compression.flange does the rest*
In addition to the lateral stiffness* torsional stiffness 
and the system of loading another factor affects the elastic 
stability of a beam# This is the ratio of lateral flange 
deflection which af higher stresses often in identical with 
the characteristic posit ten of the beam referred to above*
This ratio is a function of the three other factors in a 
perfectly symmetrical section and may be obtained by actual 
measurement for beams which are slightly distorted#' so that ■
deduced for the ■ t^ c&Xtng.''. stresses and for the1 *'K value** are 
of'no direct use ,to.-the practload engineer.but they demonstrate 
that an estimate of elastic 'stability, of a.heam .based on its. . 
ratio' of length ie.breadth only does not deal fairly with all 
types .of. section* The.allowance for slight defects in.tea,mg . 
must be .made,in .the' factor of safety but! strength or veateees 
in a . section due .to' its' fundamental., properties should be • 
known to. the engineerand-allowed "for. in. his designs* - fills 
can only .be done by acquiring, s .pore-accurate imowledge of ,•" > 
the elastic stability of. X be ami and will, be more necessary . 
if hi#ier wording stresses than, are now, generally used are in 
the., future adopted for structural wor&* •,:■
, t n ,conclusion the author thanks Mt * 'flurnocfe* ll«sc# Etc# 
for. his supervision.and-.advice,. -and also Ir* navies,' B»so*, 
whodesigned and '.'constractfd the special strain' gauge for his 
assistance in testing .and help in.. the mathematical'portions* •.
Elno^ this p&pcr toe been rrrltton the to cults of • 
torsicn tests made at Battersea I'ol^ toc'tnio have been 
nri© Ivnovm to the author* The remits of the tests enree 
ver^ clocelj wrlth the formulae deduced by Griffith m l  
Taylor fron their soap bubble flln method (If 17)# y ;~t
effective polar nomort of inertia (1) for a ts* se Sft % *us
■> • -. • .-. . — ^ v a .- ' ■ " ' ■"■'A ■'
Ibe/fcct 1 beam was found to he *102 inches4' tuiioli Is
almost exactly the value calculated front the formulae* The 
effective polar non:ent cf inertia of a 41 as 1** z 5 Xt-s/fi* 
1 bean ytcs reaoured to .be *0346 Inches^ Thlcli also arrees 
$ri tli the o olcula ted value« IT err the experimental values of 
CIbsen & Eichie for the car.® section mere' *1 and *rc>3 
respectively* The discrepancy in the values for the 4* s; 
X** x $ lbs/ft* 1 beams la considerable and the ne,r value 
of *h* usins an effective polar nonont of inertia of *C34f; 
inched is *£0« This dees not apree at all wrell with the 
antherf s tests although it would sec-m that it is none. 
reliable than the remit f.lven In the text (pafte G7 )* ■
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